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AAMSI TEAMS WITH MILSPEC SERVICES PTY LTD TO SERVE AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE MARKET
Fort Lauderdale, Fl August 10, 2017
Associated Aircraft Manufacturing and Sales, Inc. (AAMSI) today announced the signing of a
comprehensive Teaming Agreement with Milspec Services Pty Ltd (Milspec Services) of Queensland,
Australia, to better serve the needs of the Australian Defence market. AAMSI is a Boeing licensed
structural parts manufacturer for the F-18 and CH-47 platforms while Milspec Services is a longestablished supplier of logistical services and spares support to the Australian Defence sector.
This new teaming agreement brings together two strong companies in Sales, Logistics Support, Repair &
Overhaul, and Manufacturing that have been working with the Australian Defense Forces for more than
a combined 50 years.
Both companies, working together, will improve the support given to both current and future customers
without adding any extra costs to the Commonwealth of Australia.
“This partnership shows the commitment of AAMSI and Milspec Services to provide long term support
of the F-18 and CH47 in our region by bringing together the leading Boeing approved component
manufacturer and Australia’s leading defence supplier in a deal that brings no extra costs to the
Commonwealth but ensures ongoing support to these platforms ,” said Steve Byrne, Director of Milspec
Services Pty Ltd.
Dennis Zalupski, President & CEO of AAMSI added “The opportunity for AAMSI to team with such a wellestablished company in Milspec Services will surely strengthen the product and service offerings we can
bring together to the Australian Defence sector.”
Milspec Services & AAMSI are both looking forward to supporting all platforms of the Australia Defence
Force directly and through the Defence Contracted customers.

About AAMSI: Founded in 1953, Associated Aircraft Manufacturing & Sales, Inc., operating as AAMSI,
provides competitively priced engineering, manufacturing, repair and logistics support services for a
wide range of products and platforms. AAMSI provides product and services for both US and
International Defense organizations as well as Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). A U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD) Contractor since the mid-1970s, AAMSI is registered with the U.S.
Government’s Business Partner Network and the System for Award Management (SAM) under CAGE
Code 56540. AAMSI is located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where they operate from 56,000 sq. ft. of
manufacturing, repair and operations space. During AAMSI’s more than sixty years of service to their
customers, they have established a solid reputation for quality, on time delivery and competitive pricing.
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